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 This tutorial will introduce you to the use of Kaggle Notebooks. The Notebook environment is a standardized tool for executing and publishing your machine learning code that can be accessed from any web browser on any device. For example, you can open the Kaggle Notebook editor by going to [ ]( and clicking "Launch Notebook". ![Kaggle Notebook]( Once the editor is open, you will see the
first time you need to enter a project and provide an organization and tag. Select "Launch from your organization" and "No attached data sources". The Notebook will open with the language set to Python 2.7. Once you have run the code and its been evaluated and published, you will be able to view it from the [Kaggle Notebooks Dashboard]( ## Prerequisites In order to execute the code, you need to

have the environment setup with the following: - python 2.7 installed, along with packages that require it (such as NumPy) - Python development tools installed (i.e. setuptools, pip, etc.) - git installed (so you can clone and run the notebooks later) - anaconda distribution installed with Python 2.7 and associated packages, such as Conda - a web browser ![Kaggle Notebook]( ## First Time Notebook First
time Notebooks are user defined, and can be set up as long as you have sufficient rights to create them. The Notebook contains the essential information that allows other users to view and run the code: - project name - project organization - a unique notebook 82157476af
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